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Abstract

Dendritic cell (DC)-to-T cell transmission is an example of infection in trans, in which the cell

transmitting the virus is itself uninfected. During this mode of DC-to-T cell transmission,

uninfected DCs concentrate infectious virions, contact T cells and transmit these virions to

target cells. Here, we investigated the efficiency of DC-to-T cell transmission on the number

of cells infected and the sensitivity of this type of transmission to the antiretroviral drugs

tenofovir (TFV) and raltegravir (RAL). We observed activated monocyte-derived and mye-

loid DCs amplified T cell infection, which resulted in drug insensitivity. This drug insensitivity

was dependent on cell-to-cell contact and ratio of DCs to T cells in coculture. DC-mediated

amplification of HIV-1 infection was efficient regardless of virus tropism or origin. The DC-to-

T cell transmission of the T/F strain CH077.t/2627 was relatively insensitive to TFV com-

pared to DC-free T cell infection. The input of virus modulated the drug sensitivity of DC-to-T

cell infection, but not T cell infection by cell-free virus. At high viral inputs, DC-to-T cell trans-

mission reduced the sensitivity of infection to TFV. Transmission of HIV by DCs in trans may

have important implications for viral persistence in vivo in environments, where residual rep-

lication may persist in the face of antiretroviral therapy.

Introduction

Cell-to-cell transmission of HIV describes a mechanism of viral transfer between a donor

immune cell and target T cell [1–3] that involves a physical connection such as a virologic syn-

apse [4, 5]. This efficiency is based upon the ability of the virus to exploit a physiologically

occurring phenomenon, in which immune cells form synapses with one another. The infected

donor cell uses the virologic synapse as a physical connection to deliver a high number of viri-

ons to an uninfected target cell[6–8]. Due to the high multiplicity of infection, HIV cell-to-cell

spread has also been shown to be insensitive to certain antiretroviral drugs such as reverse

transcriptase inhibitors [9–13]. A high multiplicity of infection can create an inflammatory
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environment through pyroptosis of bystander cells[14]. In addition, cell-to-cell transmission

efficiently infects T cells in vivo[15, 16]. The high multiplicity of infection accelerates the onset

of cellular infection[17] and increases the frequency of viral recombination, resulting in

increased viral diversity[18, 19].

Cell-to-cell spread of HIV can occur between different cell types. Infected macrophages

have been shown to efficiently transmit virions to T cells via cell-to-cell spread[7, 11]. In

addition, cell-to-cell transmission also occurs between primary DCs and CD4+ T cells[1, 4].

Infection of mature DCs is rare due to host innate restriction factors such as SAMHD1[20].

However, infection of mature DCs is not required because DCs capture infectious virions

and transmit them to uninfected target T cells via trans-infection[6, 21, 22]. Capture of the

virus occurs through binding to various surface receptors such as DC-SIGN[23]. In addi-

tion, other surface receptors on DCs may play a role[24–27]. This transmission is inhibited

by fusion inhibitors, but provides resistance to some HIV neutralizing antibodies[9, 28, 29].

One report demonstrates productively infected DCs can transmit HIV to T cells in the pres-

ence of protease inhibitors[28].

In this study we asked whether DC-to-T cell transmission in trans was efficient enough to

reduce sensitivity to antiretroviral drugs in a similar way to cis infection. We observed that

human monocyte-derived DCs (moDCs) amplified HIV infection of autologous peripheral

blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and isolated primary CD4+ T cells. DC amplification of T

cell infection resulted in relative insensitivity to the reverse transcriptase inhibitor TFV and

integrase inhibitor RAL. Despite increasing the ratio of T cell targets to DCs, moDCs contin-

ued to efficiently transmit HIV in a drug-insensitive manner. Primary myeloid DCs also trans-

mitted HIV to CD4+ T cells in a drug-insensitive manner, albeit with less efficiency compared

to moDCs. We also found that DCs amplified infection of CXCR4 and CCR5-tropic isolates

including transmitted founder (T/F) strains. DC-to-T cell transmission of the T/F strain

CH077.t/2627 was insensitive to TFV. Lastly, we found drug insensitivity of DC-to-T cell

infection was highly dependent on the virus input.

Methods

Culture of primary DCs, CD4+ T cells, and PBMCs

PBMCs were purified from whole blood (UCLA Center for AIDS Research Virology Core Lab)

with a Ficoll-Paque Plus gradient. Following this purification, CD14+ peripheral blood mono-

cytes were isolated using RosetteSep human monocyte enrichment cocktail (Stemcell Technolo-

gies). All primary cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% (vol/vol)

fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Sigma), 1% (vol/vol) non-essential amino acids (HyClone), 1mM

sodium pyruvate (Gibco), 10mM HEPES (Gibco), and 0.05mM 2-mercaptoethanol (Gibco).

PBMCs at 1–2 × 106 ml-1 were cultured in RPMI-based media with 20 μg ml-1 of human recom-

binant IL-2. Human CD14+ peripheral blood monocytes at 1 × 106 cells ml-1 were cultured for 7

d in RPMI-based media containing 50ng ml-1 of human recombinant GM-CSF and 100ng ml-1

of human recombinant IL-4 (Peprotech) to generate human monocyte-derived DCs. DC media

was replaced with new RPMI-based media containing fresh cytokines every 3 d. Primary CD4+

T cells were isolated from PBMCs using CD4 Microbeads (Miltenyi) and cultured in IL-2 con-

taining media. Primary myeloid DCs were isolated from PBMCs using myeloid DC isolation kit

(Miltenyi) and cultured in the GM-CSF and IL-4 containing media.

Virus production

Molecular clones to generate infectious HIV-1 were obtained (AIDS Reagent Program, Divi-

sion of AIDS, NIAID, NIH) (S1 Table). The NFN-SX isolate was a gift from the An Laboratory
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(UCLA). HEK293T/17 cells were plated in 10-cm tissue culture dishes and transfected with

BioT (Bioland Scientific, Paramount CA) according to manufacturer’s instructions using a

total of 10 μg DNA. All viral supernatants were harvested at 48 h post-transfection and filtered

through a 0.45-μm filter. The concentration of gag was measured by p24 capture ELISA Kit

(ImmunoDiagnostics). Virus aliquots were stored at −80˚C.

DC-T cell coculture

The moDCs at 1 × 106 cells ml-1 at day 7 of culture and primary myeloid DCs at day 1 of cul-

ture were generated from the same donor and stimulated with 100ng ml-1 of Lipopolysaccha-

rides LPS (Sigma-Aldrich) for 24 h. In parallel, autologous PBMCs or CD4+ T cells were

activated with 5ng ml-1 of phytohemagglutinin (PHA) (Sigma-Aldrich) for 3 d. The DCs

(moDCs or myeloid DCs) and T cell targets (PBMCs or CD4+ T cells) were washed with fresh

media to remove LPS or PHA. DCs at 1 × 106 cells ml-1 were cultured with or without PHA-

activated PBMCs or CD4+ T cells at 1–2 × 106 × 106 cells ml-1 in varying donor-to-target ratios.

In experiments using TFV or RAL (NIH AIDS Reagent Program), PBMCs or CD4+ T cells

were first incubated with TFV or RAL for 6 h prior to coculture with DCs. Virus supernatant

comprising 1/5 of the total volume was added to each well. In experiments involving transwell

plates, PBMCs were seeded a 12-mm transwell plate (Corning). DCs and virus supernatant

were added to the top of the 3.0-μm pore polycarbonate transwell membrane. Cells were cul-

tures at for 2 d at 37˚C.

Flow cytometry analysis

Cells were stained for cell surface marker with the appropriate antibodies (S2 Table). For dead

cell staining, 1ug ml-1 of propidium iodine was added. HIV infection was quantified based on

HIV gag protein production measured by intracellular anti-p24 staining. Cells were permeabi-

lized with PBS containing 1% bovine serum albumin BSA and 0.05% saponin and intracellular

staining with anti-gag p24 monoclonal antibody (S2 Table). Flow cytometry data was acquired

on a MACSQuant analyzer (Miltenyi). Data was analyzed with FlowJo software (TreeStar).

Statistical analyses

GraphPad Prism 6.0 software was used for data analysis. Statistical significance was deter-

mined by unpaired, two-sided Student’s t-tests for two groups.

Results

moDCs amplify HIV infection of PBMCs

To determine the effect of DCs on HIV infection of T cells, we infected PBMCs with the HIV-

1 isolate NL4-3 in the presence or absence of autologous human moDCs at a DC-to-PBMC

ratio of 1:1. The moDCs were matured with LPS and expressed the DC marker, DC-SIGN, as

well as surface activation markers CD86 and HLA-DR (Fig 1A and 1B). To measure T cell

infection, PBMCs were analyzed after a single round of infection (2 days of culture). We

defined DC amplification of infection as the ratio of the frequency of infection in moDC-to-

PMBC culture to frequency of infection in DC-free PBMC culture. During a single round of

infection, we found moDCs amplified PBMC infection by two to five-fold depending on

donor variability (Fig 1C and 1D). The frequency of infected moDCs in DC-PBMC cell cocul-

ture was low at approximately 0.14% (Fig 1D). This was consistent with previous reports that

LPS-matured DCs capture significant numbers of HIV-1 particles and transmit them to T cells

via trans-infection[22, 30].
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HIV transmission between moDCs and PBMCs is insensitive to TFV

We next asked whether DC amplification of T cell infection results in antiretroviral drug

insensitivity. We compared infection of DC-free PBMC culture and moDC-PBMC cell cocul-

ture in the presence or absence of the reverse transcriptase inhibitor TFV. From one donor, we

found that T cell infection decreased 6-fold in the moDC-free culture compared to infection in

moDC-PBMC coculture, which dropped approximately 2.5 fold (Fig 2A). We previously

quantified sensitivity to drugs using the transmission index (Tx), which is the fraction of T

cells infected in the presence of drug divided by the fraction of T cells infected in the absence

of drug[10]. A Tx value close to 1 indicates a high level of drug insensitivity and a Tx value

<<1 indicates drug sensitivity. Comparison of the Tx values of DC-to-T cell infection and

DC-free infection describes the relative drug insensitivity between the two modes of infection.
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Fig 1. moDCs significantly amplify PBMC infection. (A, B) moDCs were treated with LPS and analyzed by flow cytometry. FACS histogram plots

showing expression of DC-SIGN and CD14. Number in the top left gate indicates percentage of CD14-DC-SIGN+cells (A). FACS histogram plots showing

surface expression of activation markers CD86 and HLA-DR (B). (C) Infection of PBMCs without (left) or with DCs (center) was analyzed by flow

cytometry. Uninfected moDC-PBMC coculture (right) was included as a negative control. Number in the top right gate indicates percentage of infected T

cells. (D) Frequency of infected p24+ T cells or moDCs was measured in DC-free culture or moDC-PBMC cell coculture. Each symbol represents one donor.

Mean ± s.e.m (η = 6 donors). ���, p<0.0001 (student’s T-test). Data is representative of two independent (A, B), six independent (C) or pooled from six

independent experiments (D).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189945.g001
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T cell infection in moDC-PBMC coculture was 2 to 6-fold more insensitive to TFV compared

to infection in DC-free PBMC culture (Fig 2B and 2C). This drug insensitivity of moDC-

PBMC infection persisted despite increasing the dose of TFV (Fig 2C). These results are con-

sistent with previous reports that reverse transcriptase inhibitors such as tenofovir do not

effectively inhibit T cell-to-T cell infection[10, 13].

moDC-to-PBMC transmission occurs via trans infection

Since HIV cell-to-cell spread occurs via close proximity such as a virologic synapse, we next

sought to determine whether the efficiency of moDC-to-PBMC transmission was completely

dependent on physical contact or whether secreted factors from DCs modulate infection.

DC amplification of T cell infection was abolished if moDCs and PBMCs were physically sepa-

rated by a transwell membrane (Fig 3A). In addition, we found moDC-to-PBMC cell drug
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insensitivity was dependent on physical contact between the DCs and T cell targets (Fig 3A

and 3B). These data suggest drug-insensitivity of DC-to-T cell infection was dependent on the

ability of DCs to concentrate and transmit virions to T cell through physical interaction and

not because of factors secreted by DCs. These results are also consistent with previous results

that DCs amplify infection in a contact-dependent manner[5].
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HIV transmission between moDCs and T cells is efficient and insensitive to

RAL

To evaluate the efficiency of transmission between moDCs and PBMCs, we infected cocultures

of moDCs and PBMCs and found that moDCs continued to amplify T cell infection even at

the DC-to-PBMC ratio of 1:32 (Fig 4A). At moDC-to-PBMC ratios ranging between 1:1 and

1:32, we found moDC-to-PBMC infection continued to be at least 2-fold more insensitive to

TFV compared to DC-free PBMC infection (Fig 4B and 4C).

The reverse transcriptase inhibitors, NRTIs and NNRTIs, have been less effective against

cell-to-cell transmission compared to entry and protease inhibitors[5, 7, 9–13]. We next ques-

tioned whether integrase inhibitors could effectively inhibit cell-to-cell transmission given that

they have been shown to prevent pyroptosis mediated by cell-to-cell infection[14]. Similar to

its TFV insensitivity, we found that moDC-to-PBMC infection was 2 to 2.5-fold more insensi-

tive to RAL compared to DC-free PBMC infection (Fig 4B and 4C). The RAL insensitivity of

moDC-to-PBMC infection was observed even at the moDC-to-PBMC ratio of 1:32. These

results suggest that moDCs efficiently transmit HIV to T cell targets, which allows for a TFV

and RAL-insensitive mode of infection.

We next assessed whether HIV transmission between moDCs and enriched primary CD4+

T cells was efficient. We found the frequency of T cell infection was higher in moDC-CD4+ T

cell cocultures compared to moDC-PBMC cocultures (Fig 4A and 4D), which is likely due to

the inhibitory effect of CD8+ T cells on CD4+ T cell infection [31, 32]. The moDCs cocultured

with CD4+ T cells at ratios of 1:1 and 1:8 efficiently amplifed infection by 2.6-fold (Fig 4D),

which resulted in TFV and RAL insensitivity to moDC-to-CD4+ T cell transmission (Fig 4E).

We found moDC-to-CD4+ T cell infection was at least 2-fold more insensitive to TFV or RAL

at moDC-to-CD4+ T cell ratios of 1:1 and 1:8, but not 1:32 (Fig 4F). These data demonstrate

moDCs transmit HIV to CD4+ T cells in a relatively TFV and RAL insensitive manner.

HIV transmission between primary myeloid DCs and CD4+ T cells is

insensitive to TFV

We then assessed the efficiency of primary myeloid DCs transmitted HIV to CD4+ T cells. Prior

work has found that immature myeloid DCs are capable of infecting T cells via cis and trans-

infection[33]. Indeed, mature myeloid DCs are more efficient at capturing and transmitting

HIV to T cell lines[34]. To assess the efficiency of DC-to-T cell transmission, we isolated pri-

mary myeloid DCs from the peripheral blood, stimulated them with LPS, and cocultured them

with autologous CD4+ T cells at DC-to-T cell ratios of 1:4 and 1:8. The myeloid DCs amplified

T cell infection by approximately 2-fold in cocultures with myeloid DC-to-CD4+ T cell ratio of

1:4, but not 1:8 (Fig 5A). We also observed that myeloid DCs and CD4+ T cells cocultured at a

ratio of 1:4 demonstrated approximately 2-fold insensitivity to TFV compared to DC-free CD4+

T cell culture (Fig 5B and 5C). In addition, we compared HIV infection of CD4+ T cocultured

with autologous moDCs and myeloid DCs. The myeloid DCs were less efficient than moDCs in

transmitting HIV to CD4+ T cells (Figs 4D and 5A). The myeloid DCs may be less efficient at

trans-infection due to decreased expression of C-type lectins such as DC-SIGN that are impor-

tant to viral capture (S1 Fig) [34, 35]. However, there are likely other surface molecules

expressed on activated myeloid DCs such as Siglec-1, which allow for virus capture[36].

DCs efficiently amplify infection with transmitted/founder strains

Since DCs could be particularly important in the initial amplification of T cell infection when

a patient is first infected, we next sought to investigate whether CCR5-tropic transmitted/
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founder (T/F) strains are also effectively transmitted by DCs to T cells. Recent work suggested

that CCR5-tropic T/F strains are more infectious due to increased Env expression on the viri-

ons and efficient binding to DCs[37]. Despite the low frequency of infection in DC-free cul-

tures, moDCs efficiently amplified infection of the T/F strains (Fig 6A). Thus, the effect of

TFV on moDC-to-PBMC infection resulted in a fraction of T cells insensitive to TFV (Tx)

ranging between 0.2 to 0.4 (Fig 6B, top, and 6C). The overall frequency of DC-free PBMC

infection by T/F strains was less than 0.1%, which approached the level of background staining

at 0.07% (Figs 6A and 1C). Thus, the addition of TFV to DC-free cultures did not have a large

inhibitory effect on transmission of T/F strains (Fig 6B, bottom, and 6C). However, the T/F

strain CH077.t/2627 infected PBMCs at a similar frequency to the laboratory-adapted strain

JR-CSF (Fig 6A). Thus, we found DC-to-PBMC transmission with the T/F strain CHO77.t/

2627 was approximately 3-fold more insensitive to TFV compared to DC-free infection (Fig

6D). Altogether, we found DCs were able to amplify T cell infection efficiently with T/F

strains. In particular, DC-to-PBMC transmission with the more infectious T/F strain CHO77.

t/2627 was insensitive to TFV.

Virus input determines the sensitivity of DC-to-T cell transmission to TFV

We suspected that drug insensitivity was dependent on varying concentrations of infectious

particles per ng of p24. To test this hypothesis, we decreased the NL4-3 input such that the fre-

quency of DC-free infection was similar to that of the CCR5-tropic isolates. At higher levels of

NL4-3 input, DC-to-T cell transmission plateaued at approximately 8% suggesting that this

mode of transmission had saturated the infectable T cell population (Fig 7A), which was con-

sistent with a high multiplicity of infection. Therefore, at the higher levels of NL4-3 input,

drug insensitivity (Tx) was higher in DC-to-PBMC transmission compared to DC-free infec-

tion because DCs transmitted a high MOI (Fig 7B and 7C). With more virus input, DC-to-T
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cell transmission allows multiple infectious virions to infect one T cell, producing the relative

drug insensitivity. As input levels of NL4-3 decreases, DC-to-T infection became more sensi-

tive to TFV. At the lower levels of NL4-3 input, drug insensitivity (Tx) was higher with DC-

free infection compared to moDC-PBMC infection. This result is due to the fact that the fre-

quency of DC-free infection was less than 0.2%, which was also observed with most of the T/F

strains. The addition of TFV did not have a large inhibitory effect because the initial number

of infected T cells was already low.

Discussion

Cell-to-cell transmission between an infected donor cell and an uninfected T cell target yields

a high multiplicity of infection per target cell, which results in insensitivity to certain antiretro-

viral drugs [10, 11, 28, 33]. In this report, we examined cell-to-cell transmission of HIV

between primary DCs and T cells and found such transmissions amplified the multiplicity of

infection, resulting in insensitivity to TFV and RAL. We found DC amplification of T cell

infection was entirely dependent on cell-to-cell contact, which was consistent with trans infec-

tion[5, 38]. These results are explained by the ability of DCs to efficiently capture virions and

direct them to T cell targets, which leads to amplification of T cell infection, locally high multi-

plicity of infection, and subsequent antiretroviral drug insensitivity. Also, we found that acti-

vated myeloid DCs transmitted virus in a drug-insensitive manner, which is consistent with

prior work demonstrating that myeloid DCs can capture virus[36].

We also compared DC-to-T cell transmission by T/F strains and laboratory-adapted

CXCR4 and CCR5-tropic strains and found this mode of infection was efficient in amplifying

infection by all the strains. Others have compared T/F strains to CCR5-tropic control strains

isolated from patients with chronic infection and found that these T/F strains have increased

infectivity in single round of infection assays, higher concentrations of Env per particle and

increased binding capacity to DCs[37]. This could explain why the T/F strains were as efficient

as the laboratory-adapted strains at DC-to-T cell transmission. Because the frequency of T

without 10 μM of TFV and drug insensitivity (Tx) (B) and fold difference between the Tx values were measured (C). Mean ± s.e.m (η = 2

donors). Data is representative of three independent experiments (A-C).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189945.g006
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cells infected by T/F strains in DC-free cultures was close to background staining levels, the

full effect of TFV in these cultures was difficult to determine. Attempts to increase the infectiv-

ity of the T/F strains by ultracentifugation were not successful. However, we found one of the

T/F strains CH077.t/2627 was more infectious and resulted in TFV insensitivity of DC-to-

PBMC transmission relative to DC-free infection.

Our results with the T/F strains suggested that the infectivity of the virus was important to

DC-to-T cell transmission. Indeed, we found drug insensitivity of DC-to-T cell transmission

increased as the amount of virus added to coculture was increased. These results indicate suffi-

cient virions must be available for DCs to deliver enough copies per cell to obtain some degree

of insensitivity to antiretroviral drugs. In addition, there must be sufficient virions capable of

infecting T cells to assess the full effect of drugs in DC-free cultures. These results suggest DC-

to-T cell transmission may result in reduced sensitivity to drugs under conditions of high virus

concentration. This highlights an important difference relative to infection in cis. For example,

in T cell-T cell transmission the infected donor T cell is a local source of the high number of

virions transmitted to the target T cell producing drug insensitivity compared to cell-free

infection[10, 39]. In comparison, mature DCs are rarely infected with HIV[22], and thus trans-

mission depends on the number of viral particles nearby available for capture.

Our findings have implications for the importance of DCs in HIV infection. During initial

infection, DCs are among the first immune cells to encounter HIV at mucosal surfaces[21].

Upon maturation, DCs carrying virions migrate to lymphoid organs[40, 41] where DC-to-T cell

transmission may play an important role in spreading the virus[21]. Given that the probability of

successful infection per HIV exposure is low, DCs may increase the probability of establishing

infection not only by transporting the virus, but also by amplifying the number of cells the viral

input can infect. Our results indicate that this amplification may be as high as 5-fold with one

cycle of transmission, which should strongly influence the chance of early infection to persist.

Importantly, this study shows that trans-infection from DCs to T cells can result in reduced

sensitivity to certain antiretroviral drugs such as TFV and RAL. Such transmission also occurs

between follicular dendritic cells and follicular T helper cells in the germinal center[42, 43].

Recent studies observed extensive infection of the PD-1+, CXCR5+ follicular T helper cell sub-

set[44–46]. Whether such transmission can take place in the lymph node environment in the

face of antiretroviral therapy is controversial[7, 9, 11–13, 47–49]. However, given the possibil-

ity of lower drug penetrance in lymph nodes[50, 51] and ability of follicular DCs to retain

intact virus despite ART[43] and preferentially transmit to antigen-specific T cells[33], DC

trans-infection has the potential to play a part in persistence, and further studies are needed to

determine its role in vivo.
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